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Solar Hot Water Process

Note: The NAV-001 User Manual contains a list of all parts needed
for installation and detailed instructions for fit and finnish. This
installation guide was to inform potential buyers of what a typical
deck installation would entail.
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BOAT DECK INSTALLATION
Warning: The basic procedures listed in this guide are standard deck bedding and hole
thru-deck techniques used in the boating industry. Not following this guide or standard
boating industry techniques can result in thousands of dollars in damage. This guide is not
all inclusive and different techniques or hardware my be equally or better in different
circumstances.

✔ Location- Due to collector sensor locations, the collector was designed to lay
relatively flat and pivot (heeling to) to it’s length axis. For example, the length of
the solar unit needs to be perpendicular to the length of the boat with the double sided
evacuated tubes facing port and starboard. In regards to shading, forward the main
mast has less shading due to boom aft but smaller boats with a smaller mast/boom
shading will still yield good performance and may be more suitable to your boat
layout/size. Basically less shading=better performance. The unit could also be
placed on a arch at the stern for least shading/best performance. It is not
recommended to be installed directly overhead the cockpit due to potential glass
breaking and scalding hot water temperatures contained in the unit.
✔ Deck Water Loop Holes and Wiring- Once you have figured unit placement, 3
holes will need to be drilled through the deck; inlet to hot water tank heat exchanger,
outlet to hot water tank heat exchanger and one hole for unit pump/sensor wiring. The
finished holes should be 1/2" diameter for heating loops and 1/4" diameter for wiring.
The holes should be aligned to inlet/outlet side of solar unit (marked) and to any
interior parts you wish to run down in the cabin. Also, if you drill the holes in a
triangle pattern you will be able run the wires on the backside of tubing/insulation
down a wall.

For reference, figures 2 through 8 are the thru-deck hole techniques to seal off
internally exposed coring.

In figure 2 above, oversize holes by at least 1/8" for epoxy fill/sealing.
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In figure 3 above, use a tool to remove core material (sharpened Alan wrench or bent
nail with drill will suffice). Remove loose coring from cavity.

In figure 4 above, mask the bottom off and around top hole. Fill the cavity in with
epoxy and allow to saturate the core for 2 minutes.

In figure 5 above, partially drain epoxy and thicken it slightly with colloidal silica or
high density filler to strengthen it.
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In figure 6 above, inject epoxy back into the hole until it overflows onto the masking tape.

In figure 7 above, stir the epoxy with a paper clip to vent trapped air. Then let epoxy
fully cure.

In figure 8 above, drill out the epoxy to the required hole size and the hole is
complete for the heating loop or wiring.
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SOLAR UNIT FRAME DECK MOUNTING
For the unit frame mounting, simple bimini deck hinges can be used. These can be
purchased in varying sizes and heights. The frame itself comes with two “pedestal” square
bars that are pre-drilled for the fastening head screws to the frame. If needed, the location of
pedestals can be changed by simply drilling other 1/8” locations on the bottom of the main
frame.

The easiest way to install with deck hinges is to use 4 deck hinges (1 1/2” height) connected
through the center of the unit perpendicular to length with the pedestals simply laying on the
deck. Install one deck hinge on each side of the 1” inch frame with a hole drilled
horizontally across the frame. Rubber based weather stripping should also be placed on the
bottom of pedestals for deck protection. Simply pass a long screw or bolt through
hinge/bar/hinge and tightened with a nut. This mounting procedure makes it easy to remove
the solar unit for additional work such de-masting, winter or even hurricanes.
The next diagram is for a epoxy screw mounting technique for the deck hinges. Since there
is not much loading across 8 screws, this can be used in lieu of “thru-bolting.” Drill a pilot
hole less the diameter of the screw according to screw depth. Drill a second oversized hole
2/3 rds the depth of the pilot hole. Wet out the holes and the fastener with epoxy. Allow the
epoxy to thoroughly soak into the exposed core like in the previous section. Fill the hole
with thickened epoxy/adhesive filler. Install the fasteners with just enough force to hold the
hardware in place. Allow the epoxy to fully cure.
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INSTALLING THE HEATING LOOP AND WIRING
Carefully plan the the inlet and outlet of the heating loop along with the wiring. In principle,
the loop should be the shortest possible to minimize heat loss. Although not required, for
best performance it is recommended the hot water heat to be placed within an area close to
the loop.

The sensor wiring is not to exceed 30 ft. from the deck mounted solar unit or water heater to
the controllers (60 ft. max from tank to collector unit with controllers halfway).

